
There are millions of ticketing apps in use today – and it is 
no surprise, because passengers can use them to get the 
right ticket wherever they are. However, passengers still 
need to find the right connections and buy the correct 
tickets. It can be time consuming and nerve racking, espe-
cially when it has to be done quickly.

The FareGo BiBo-App makes mobile ticketing so much 
easier. Unlike normal ticketing apps, ours is not a shopping 
system for static ticket products. It actually turns any stan-
dard Smartphone into an ID-based identification medium, 
which allows dynamic journey pricing in real-time.
The passenger does not need to deal with anything and 
does not even need to take the Smartphone out of their 
pocket. 

The FareGo BiBo-App ensures that all journeys are correctly, 
securely, reliably and, above all, fully automatically calcula-
ted and charged.

BIBO-APP
MODERN TICKETING IN YOUR POCKET
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FAREGO BIBO-APP

Highlights
Maximum convenience level 
in ticketing without customer 
interaction
Brand new options, such as 
local ticket pricing, for the 
first time
Enables the implementation 
of extensive CRM measures
Compatible with almost 
any Smartphone by using 
Bluetooth 4.0
High customer acceptance 
due to use of passenger 
Smartphones
Use of Bluetooth Low Energy 
(BLE) logging (integrated 
in Bluetooth 4.0) for high 
performance with long 
battery life

The FareGo BiBo-App sets new standards in mobile ticketing and 
offers passengers convenience never experienced before, by effici-
ently making use of all the functions of modern Smartphones. The 
passenger can be offered significant added value by offering local, 
real-time information.

Transport providers don’t need to worry about ticket prices as it can 
be determined entirely from the specific location for the very first 
time. Any parameters (weather, route, time of day) can be used to 
determine the price using the „real-time presence detection” in the 
vehicle.

Additional journey parameters (e.g. taking a bike on-board) can be 
simply activated using the FareGo BiBo-App so that the transport 
provider has complete freedom in tariff pricing.

The increase use of Smartphones with Bluetooth 4.0 (or newer) 
and the simple integration of BiBo modules into vehicles will allow 
a successful introduction of Be-in/Be-out ticketing with the FareGo 
BiBo-App. 
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